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Security and Privacy Guide 
 
When thinking about security and privacy settings you should consider: 
 

 What do you want to protect? 

 Who do you want to protect it from? 

 Do you need to protect it? 

 How bad are the consequences if you fail to protect it? 

 How much trouble are you prepared to go to? 
 
These questions should be asked whilst considering what information you are 
accessing (which websites), how you are accessing the information, (what device 
you are using) and where you are accessing the information (at home, work, public 
place). 

Security & Privacy 
 

When looking at your Digital Security you are protecting your information against 
malicious attacks and malware. (Malware is software intentionally designed to cause 
damage to a computer).   
 
Digital Privacy is different as you are deciding what information you are prepared to 
share with a website or App (or its third party partners) that you are already using.  
Permission to share this information can be implicit once you start using a website or 
App.   
 
Some websites or Apps will allow you to control how they use your information. 

Security 

Physical access: 

 
How secure is the device you are using?  Is it kept in a locked building, at home, or 
do you use it when you are out and about?  Does anyone else have access to the 
device?  Do you require a passcode or password to unlock your device? 

Virtual access: 

 
Have you updated your IOS software (on an iPad) or installed the latest anti-virus 
software on your device? 
Most devices will prompt you when an update is available.   
 
You can check for updates in the Settings on your device. 
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Are your passwords easy to guess?  Use the following rules to set strong passwords. 

Password rules 

Don’t use the same password on different websites 

 
If a website is “hacked” – has its security breached, those that breached the security 
will use the combination of your username and password on other websites.   

Don’t use passwords that are easily guessed 

 
We share a lot of information about ourselves without realising it, birthdays, names 
of friends, family and pets.  You may think using Fido as a password is a good idea 
but his personalised dog bowl in the photo you posted may just give it away. 
 
 
Below is a selection from “100 worst passwords of 2017”.  These are still used by 
people despite being easily guessed:  
 

123456 hello 1qaz2wsx banana michelle monkey 

password welcome computer asdf 1q2w3e dragon 

12345678 jordan23 cheese admin123 123123 master 

qwerty whatever george matthew ferrari passw0rd 

letmein blahblah tigger aaaaaaa passwor freedom 

football trustno1 sunshine zaq1zaq1 ginger chelsea 

iloveyou password1 solo andrew martin 1989 

admin daniel starwars london abc123 robert 

(a number of swear words also appear on the list!) 

Change passwords on a regular basis 

 
This will prevent ongoing access if you have been “hacked” and haven’t realised it.  
Changing your password as a matter of routine will prevent any further access.   
Changing your password also limits guesswork as the longer you have a password 
the longer people have to try and guess it. 
Finally, if you have passwords saved on an old computer that you no longer own, 
they will not be relevant should someone gain access to them as you will have 
changed them. 

Use passphrases instead of passwords 

 
Using a passphrase will make it easy to remember.  Strong passwords should be at 
least 12 characters long, contain a mix of upper and lower case letters, numbers and 
special characters.  Try replacing letters with numbers. 
f1D0w1llNeverw1ncrufts. (Fido will never win Crufts) 
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Can you guess the following phrases? 
 
Sunshi1n30nara1nyday 
twstndshT 
11sa11k3sCh1ck3n 
 

W33cup0T 
ChAnG30ft3n 
B3C0mp13x 
 

What other ways can you increase your security? 

Use a password manager: 
 

Password managers can be free or paid for.  Here are a few examples of Password 
managers on the market: 
LastPass; LogMeOnce Password Management Suite; Myki Password Manager & 
Authenticator; RoboForm; KeePass; Dashlane; Keeper Password Manager & Digital 
Vault; Sticky Password. 
 
If you use any Apple devices you will have been offered access to Keychain – 
Apple’s password manager. 

Two-Factor Authentication 
 

This adds a second step when you are logging into a website.  You still need to enter 
your password but you will then be asked for some additional information.  This 
could be a code that is sent to your mobile phone. 

Check if your password has been breached. 
 
The “Have I been pwned” website checks if any of the websites where you use your 
email address have been breached.  Go to https://haveibeenpwned.com/ and type in 
your email address 

What is CAPTCHA? 

 
Captcha is an acronym for Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell 
Computers and Humans Apart.  Captcha protects websites from programs which 
may collect email addresses, distort online polls or leave junk messages. 
 
You will be asked to complete a task that automated systems may have difficulty 
with.  Although it should be noted that advances in technology are quickly 
overcoming this. 
 
Sometimes it is enough to tick a box saying that you are not a robot. 
You may be asked to retype letters that appear distorted, or identify parts of an 
image that contain a certain feature, for example, road signs. 
  

https://haveibeenpwned.com/
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Browsers, privacy browsers and privacy search engines 

What is a browser? 

 
A browser is your gateway to the internet.  The first browser was WorldWideWeb 
and later changed its name to Nexus.  Created by Sir Tim Berners-Lee, it was 
released in 1990 and gave people a basic way to view web pages. 

What browsers are available today? 

 
Most browsers are free to download and you can choose which browser you want to 
access the internet with.  Nearly all devices will come with a browser pre-installed, 
Apple devices will have Apple’s browser called Safari, Android devices will have 
Google’s browser which is called Chrome and Windows devices will have the 
Windows browser which is called Microsoft Edge. 
 
There are also independent browsers out there that you can choose from e.g. 
DuckDuckGo, Brave and Opera. 

Privacy browsers 

 
All Browsers claim to function as ‘privacy browsers’ allowing users to access the 
internet in ‘Incognito’ or ‘privacy’ mode.  As wonderful as this sounds this is not really 
adding any extra security to your session. 
 
Using a secure browser is one way to avoid your data being collected.  Tor is the 
most well-known, but the browser can slow down your internet and lead to 
connectivity issues. 
 
 

Brave: 
 
Available for Windows, OS and Linux users. Brave offers great speeds 
and advanced ad-tracking controls and is ideal for the privacy-conscious 
surfer. 

 
 
Epic Privacy Browser: 
 
Funded by Google – Epic is a browser which strips out every 
conceivable feature to maximize privacy. Cookies and trackers are 
eliminated after each session, it does not collect data and comes with 
built-in add blocking. 
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Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) 

 
VPNs work by connecting two computers securely and privately over the internet.   
All information transferred across a VPN is encrypted, meaning external parties 
cannot see the information exchanged.  VPNs also mask your location. Essentially, 
using a VPN is adding an extra layer of security to your session. 

Privacy search engines 

 
Search engines such as Google will track every move you make across the net and 
try to refine their search results based on your browsing history. 
Privacy search engines do not track you and return the same search results no 
matter your search history.  Alternative search engines are free and incredibly easy 
to use.  Users only need to start using a different search engine, and they aren’t 
required to buy or install anything. 

 
DuckDuckGo 
 
DuckDuckGo does not track your personal information or search 
history therefore they have nothing to sell to advertisers that 
track you.  No tracking, no ad targeting, just searching. 

 
Oscobo UK search 
 
Oscobo returns UK specific results by default and does not record IP 
addresses or any other user data.  According to its founders, no trace 
of searches made from a computer is left behind. 

 Browser extensions that protect your privacy 

 
There are a ton of browser extensions that promise to protect your privacy. These 
extensions can come in the form of Ad-blockers or Anti-tracking extensions. 

Ad-blockers and tracker extensions: 

 
Ad-blockers can block ads and pop-ups on the sites you visit.  They will also kill third 
party scripts which are designed to track and send your data.  If you do not know 
how to use them, these tools can sometimes break the sites you visit, rendering 
them unusable until you figure out what to allow and what to block. 
 

A tracker is a company which collects information about you as you browse the web. 
Their scripts and tracking pixels are inserted into the websites you visit by publishers 
or advertising networks, usually in exchange for some service that the tracking 
company provides. Trackers usually use some kind of user identifier in order to link 
information about you from different sites, in order to build up a profile, based on 
your browsing history. 
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AdBlock Plus: 
 
ABP blocks banner ads, pop-up ads, rollover ads and more.  It 
stops you visiting sites with known issues and disables third-party 
tracking cookies and scripts. 
 

 
uBlock Origin: 
 
uBlock offers all the same capabilities as ABP.  It is also much 
lighter on system resources, and it doesn’t come with some of the 
issues ABP has with companies paying the makers of ABP to let 
their ads through. 
 
 

Disconnect Private Browsing: 
 
Disconnect protects you from tracking, malware, malvertising and it 
blocks third party tracking cookies.  It also protects you from tracking 
by social networks like Facebook, Google and Twitter. 
 

 
 
Privacy Badger: 
 
Privacy Badger blocks objectionable activities and builds a 
blocklist as it observes bad behaviour, instead of blocking 
certain sites, cookies and activities out of the box.  You also 
get an easy to control toolbar button that shows you 
information recorded.  The ‘green/yellow/red’ system shows 
you if you are being tracked on a site and allows you to 
toggle options at any time to allow or block what you want. 
 

 
HTTPs Everywhere 
 
This is a must have regardless of what other security tools you 
use.  Once installed, the extension HTTPS will always try to 
connect to a secure version of the site you are browsing. 
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Are you happy to let everyone know where you are? 

Location Services for iPad 

How to give apps permission to use your location 

 
Some apps might not work unless you turn on Location Services. The first time an 
app needs to access your Location Services information, you'll get a notification 
asking for permission. Choose one of these options: 
 
• Allow to let the app use Location Services information as needed.  
• Don't Allow to prevent access. 

How to turn Location Services on or off for specific apps 

 
Go to Settings > Privacy > Location Services 
Make sure that Location Services is on. 
Scroll down to find the app. 
Tap the app and select an option: 
 
• Never: Prevents access to Location Services information. 
• While Using the App: Allows access to Location Services only when the app 

or one of its features is visible on screen 
• Always: Allows access to your location even when the app is in the 

background. 
 
From here, apps should provide an explanation of how the app will use your location 
information. Some apps may only offer two options. 

Facebook privacy settings 

An overview of privacy settings 

 
Facebook’s privacy settings are spread over a number of portions of the site. 
However, you can do a quick health check by tapping the padlock to the right of 
the Home screen and selecting Run Privacy Check Up. This will allow you to see 
privacy settings at a glance over three key areas of Facebook 
 

1. Posts – This will explain how to control your privacy settings for every post. 
2. Apps – Who sees your activity within third-party apps 
3. Profile – Here you can limit what personal information (work, age, contact 

details) is visible and to whom. 

Control who can view your posts 

 
This is perhaps the key privacy concern of Facebook users. No-one wants their boss 
spying on their weekend activities, so it’s important to be clear about when you post. 
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Whenever you upload a photo, fill in a status, or check in at a location there is the 
opportunity to customise who you share this information with. You can also adjust 
this by clicking the padlock and selecting “Who can see my stuff?” 

The three main options are: 

 
Friends – Only people you are friends with can see the post. If you’re posting photos 
of your children or any information you deem personal then this is what you need to 
select. 
Public – Anyone can see it whether they’re friends or not. If you want to be part of a 
public discussion to be seen by friends and within a search – for example on Twitter, 
then select this. 
Only You – Perhaps if you use Facebook as a place just to keep personal memories 
or as a blog you can select Only You to ensure you, the account holder, are the only 
one who sees it. 
 
Here, you can also select Custom to add Friends of Friends to the list of people 
who can see the post while there is also the opportunity to post only for the eyes of 
various Groups you may be part of. 
 
It is important to note that Facebook remembers the setting from your last post, so if 
your last post was a Public rant about X-Factor, remember that’ll be the default 
setting next time. 

Control who can view your app activity 

 
You’re likely to have many third-party services associated with Facebook, whether 
they’re news services, fitness apps, games, other social networks, streaming 
services or photo-sharing apps. Many become associated with your Facebook 
account by being installed on your smartphone, others by using Facebook Connect 
to create accounts. You can use the Privacy Check Up or go to Settings > 
Apps and adjust who can see your activity or whether you want to remove them 
completely by clicking the X. 

Hide your personal information 

 
Over the years, Facebook has probably collected lots of personal information. Your 
email address, your birthday, political views, phone number, where you’ve studied, 
your sexual orientation, your political views, where you’re from, where you have 
worked, who you are married to and who you are related to. 
With some employers now doing social media checks on potential employees, you 
may want to shield some of this sensitive information.  
Most of this can be controlled via the Privacy Check Up mentioned above. You can 
alter who sees what by heading to the About section of your profile and 
selecting Edit under each section. To alter privacy settings from Friends to Only 
Me will hide the information from your profile. In many cases you may want to 
remove it completely by clicking the X. 
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Hide posts from other people 

 
If you’re still friends with an ex on Facebook, it might be considered poor form to post 
photos of you in a new relationship in a place where he/she can see them. You can 
get around this by hitting Custom from the “Who should see this?” menu and 
tagging people you wish to hide the post from. 
This is also a good way to prevent that outspoken friend embarrassing you by 
commenting on a controversial subject. 

Post something, but hide it from your timeline 

 
You may have something to say but don’t want it as a permanent record on your 
timeline, for example, a thought, a meme, a joke in context that’s of its time, a photo, 
etc. You can achieve this by ticking the Hide from Timeline box in the post field. 
 

Stop people sharing your photos and posts 

 
If you’ve shared a photo or a status on Facebook, it’s open to be re-shared by those 
who have access to it. That means Friends and, if you’ve tagged people, Friends of 
Friends. If the post is Public then anyone in the world can share it. There is no way 
around that, other than to set the post to Only Me in the first place, which defeats the 
point in most cases. 

Change who can view your old posts 

 
In the early days of Facebook we may have been quite naïve with what we shared. 
Thankfully, within Settings > Privacy, you can rectify some of your past privacy 
mistakes. You can click Limit who can see past posts, which will change any posts 
listed as Public or Friends of Friends and then click Confirm to ensure 
only Friends can see them. This can also be undone at a later date. 
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Limit who can send you friend requests 

 
Click Settings > Privacy and head to “who can send me friend requests.” You can 
change it from Everybody to Friends of Friends, but that’s about as far as you can 
go. This is also accessible from the Privacy Shortcuts accessed by clicking the 
padlock. 

Block someone from viewing any of your information 

 
Use the Privacy Shortcuts or go to Settings > Blocking, begin typing the name of 
the friend (or ex-friend) you wish to block from your account. You can also block 
certain people from sending you messages, but you have to be friends with them. 
It’s also possible to block people you’re not friends with by heading to their profile, 
clicking the “…” on the right hand side and selecting Block. 

Limit who can look you up 

 
Facebook probably has your phone number and some email addresses. If someone 
(i.e. potential employers, old flames, stalkers, etc.) were to enter these in a search, 
they may be able to discover your profile. In Settings > Privacy you can correct this 
by selecting either Everyone, Friends of Friends or Friends. 

Keep your Facebook page off Google 

 
There’s no hiding from Facebook’s overarching Search engine, all you can do is lock 
down your privacy settings and hope you have a common name. However, it’s 
different in the case of other search engines like Google. Within Settings > Privacy, 
you can ensure your Facebook profile is exempt by selecting No. 

Hide your real name 

 
The right to anonymity was and in some cases, still is, one of the most cherished 
tenets of the internet. With Facebook now showing all profiles within search results, 
changing to an assumed name seems a good idea for those who don’t want to be 
discovered, have been harassed, work in sensitive industries or have been 
discriminated against, etc.… 
Unfortunately, it’s not that easy. Facebook makes you use your birth name when 
signing up and has very strict rules about changing it thereafter. If you’re reported for 
a fake name it could suspend your account. The company has softened its stance 
following feedback from victims of abuse and the LGBTQ community. 
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Protect your location 

 
Facebook loves it when you check into places; it uses all of that data to attract 
advertisers. However, you may want to protect your location. The very obvious step 
is not to click the location pin when posting. 
However, when you’re using the mobile app, Facebook may try to use GPS and Wi-
Fi to name your location. You can prevent this from happening by entering the 
Location settings on your mobile device and denying Facebook access. 
In iOS: Settings > Privacy > Location > Facebook > Never 

Prevent/remove a tag 

 
A friend may have tagged you in something you don’t agree with or support. Social 
media etiquette and knowledge of potential consequences, means it doesn’t happen 
often, but to remove a tag go to: Settings > Timeline and Tagging, here you can 
ask to review every tag before it appears on your or anyone else’s timeline. 
You can always select Remove Tag within individual post settings. If the post is 
offensive, you can also Report Post if you want it off the site altogether. 

Make your profile completely private 

 
Until last October, it was possible to hide your Facebook account, so it would not 
show up within search. When the company broadened its Universal Search through 
the Knowledge Graph initiative, it no longer became an option. 
Now, even if your privacy settings are completely locked down you’ll appear within 
search results. There’s still information people can glean from that, such as the 
profile picture, your list of friends and the pages you’ve liked. There is no way around 
this. 

Tag friends but limit who sees the posts 

 
When you tag people in posts and photos, the audience for the post can be much 
greater. The friend must approve the post to their timeline, but if they do, all of their 
friends will be able to see it too. For example, if you’re tagging a friend in a photo 
featuring your child, you’re expressing consent that people outside of your friendship 
circle can view it, react to it, share it and even comment on it. 
So, in other words, if you’re concerned about who might view the photo, tagging 
friends is best avoided. 
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Cookies 
 

Q: What is a cookie? 

 
A: A cookie is a small text file, and it stores data about you and your search 

preferences 

 
When you visit a site that uses cookies for the first time, a cookie is downloaded onto 
your PC. (In other words, the web server ‘gives’ the PC a 
cookie) 
The next time you visit that site, your PC checks to see if it 
has a cookie that is relevant (that is, one containing the site 
name) and sends the information contained in that cookie 
back to the site.  This means that the server does not have 
to repeatedly request this information, which in turn means 
that sites will generally load more quickly.  Not all web sites 
place cookies.  
       

Q: Why are they called Cookies? 
 
A: Many people believe that the name originates from the story of Hansel and Gretel, 
who were able to mark their trail through a dark forest by dropping cookie crumbs 
behind them.  So an internet cookie ‘marks a trail’ of your behaviour on the site. 
Mostly cookies are used to store personal registration data such as: 
 

 your name 

 your address 

 the contents of a shopping trolley  

 your preferred layout for a web page  
  

Cookies also make it easy for web servers to personalize information to fit your 
specific needs and preferences when you're visiting a web site.  Examples of this 

could be: 
 

 Cookies on a library site may record that you like a certain author or genre 

 Cookies on a shopping site may record that you always like blue shoes 

 

 
 

As well as personal details, cookies can store information such as: preferred 
language, your location, the time you took on the website, your likes, items you 
added to your trolley, links you clicked on, etc. 
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From the information stored on your cookie, an anonymous profile puts you in an 
audience segment, for example, a young adult, a mum, a business traveller, a DIY 
enthusiast, someone who keeps fit etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cookies can enable information about your internet use to be delivered to third 
parties.  

 
This information can then be used by other sites to deliver advertising that they 
believe will be most relevant to you (targeted 
advertising).  

 
 
 
 
 
Shopping sites such as eBay monitor 
browsing behaviour and can predict 
your shopping trends.   
 

 
This could be things like becoming a parent or 
moving house: if a person browsing the web 
suddenly starts searching for prams when 
previously they searched for shoes and fashion, 
then the focus of the marketing will switch. 
 
Sometimes a site will use third party data to 
refine its targeting, for example, home movers’ 
data may be enhanced with data from Land 
Registry. 

 
One website can contain bits and pieces of another website, for example a news 
website can contain ads which are part of other websites.  The news site may not 
store information but it’s likely the ads are embedded from the same website as the 
ads on another website you visited earlier.  While you are visiting other websites they 
can all access your ID and tailor information to suit you. Each cookie segment is built 
using previous and current shopping behaviour.  
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Are Cookies good or bad?   

 
Are they an evil and intrusive spying mechanism tracking your every move on the 
net?  Or a harmless device designed to make your life easier? 

 
A: Cookies just a tool – they can be used for either, but they were intended to be a 
tool for good.   
 
Q: Can you opt out? 
A: You can delete cookies from your 
browser. There are advantages and 
disadvantages to this: 
 

Advantages:  

Sites use cookies for many reasons, but some may track your Web-surfing habits in 
ways that raise privacy concerns.  This can occur without your knowledge or 
consent. Cookies are not private; one website can easily read the cookies of 
another. If you don't block cookies or delete them regularly, they accumulate on your 
computer's hard drive. Web programmers who want to analyse your browsing habits 
test your browser for cookies belonging to any number of sites. Though they might 
not be able to deduce your identity, this still poses a major privacy issue. If you 
delete cookies regularly, you improve your odds for privacy on the Internet. 
 

Disadvantages: 

If you normally browse the Web with cookies turned on, the sites you visit expect 
this. If you delete cookies, this can confuse a site's programming, as the information 
it wants to read from your browser has gone missing.  So disabling the cookies can 
make a site more difficult to use. 
 
https://smallbusiness.chron.com/happens-delete-cookies-52972.html 
 
By law, websites have to tell you if they use cookies, and you have the option to 
agree to them or not.  They will direct you to their cookie policy: see the image below  

 
 

  

https://smallbusiness.chron.com/happens-delete-cookies-52972.html
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Deleting cookies in Google Chrome: 
 
 

 
 
 
Select the three dots in the top right corner of the 
browser window to open the menu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Select Settings 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Scroll down the page (or check on the left hand side) and click on ‘Advanced’, click 
Privacy and Security then look for the following message: 

 

 
Select the arrow 

 
 
You can then select the boxes to clear 
browsing history and cookies – be 
aware that this will sign you out of sites 
that you have visited, so that when you 
return you will have to sign back in. 
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Deleting Cookies in Safari 
 
Tap on the Settings icon on your Home screen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the Safari tab, find the Privacy and Security section, select Block All Cookies 
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When you tap the button, you will see the following message: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you want to proceed, tap Block All, otherwise tap Cancel 
 
In this section you can also access more information 
about Privacy by clicking on this link  
 
 

 
 
In the same section, there is also a 
link to History and Website Data. 
If you select this, you will be able to 
remove history, cookies and other 
browsing data. 
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Clickbait 

 
Clickbait creates a sensational title for an article to manipulate you into clicking on 
the link.  The more pages you click the more ads you will see. 
So how are you enticed in? 
 

 Little Girl gives lunch to homeless man.  You won’t believe what happens 
next! 

Amazing story but what happens next?  In this example you are at first drawn 
in by the headline and then by the promise of something that will “blow your 
mind” 
 

 Can you name these 80s popstars? 
Only 1% of the population will get this right 

Questioning your IQ challenges you to click the link. It insinuates that you are 
not smart enough to be part of the 1%. 

 

 10 secrets about the cast from Friends.  You won’t believe #7 
You probably know all of these “interesting facts” but you will keep clicking for 
the promise of that one unbelievable fact coming up in #7. 

 

 Is your partner cheating on you? /Are you taking years off your life? 10 
ways to find out…. 7 foods you should never eat.   

These posts scare you into thinking you are missing some vital information.  
Lists are often used in clickbait as you have to click to a new page for each 
point.    
 

In summary - clickbait promises shocking revelations and life changing posts but 
often ends up stating the obvious and revealing nothing whilst taking you through 
several pages of ads. 
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8 Day Data Detox Kit  

Do you feel like your digital self is slipping out of control? 

Have you let yourself install too many apps, clicked “I agree” a few too many times, 
lost track of how many accounts you’ve created? Perhaps you’re not as in-control of 
your digital life as you’d like to be. 

Try completing a data detox course and you’ll be well on your way to a healthier and 
more in-control digital self! 

Toxic data build-up 

If we think about what one or two pieces of data tell others about us, it may not seem 
that big of a deal: who cares if I’m a fan of country music, have a nerdy passion for 
trains, or harbour a secret crush on Sam in Accounts? 

The problem lies in what’s happening with all of these pieces of data: collected 
across all our devices, services and accounts, and analysed, shared and sold. Taken 
together over time, intimate digital patterns emerge: our habits, movements, 
relationships, preferences, beliefs and secrets are revealed to those who collect and 
capitalise on them. 

As you follow this data detox, you’ll get a glimpse into how and why this is all 
happening, and take practical steps to reduce your “data bloat” – a toxic build-up of 
data that can lead to uncomfortable consequences in the longer term. 

Everyone has a reason to care about their data accumulation. What’s yours? 

 I find ads that follow me around on the internet creepy. 

 I’m worried someone will steal my identity and open accounts in my name. 

 I don’t think companies should be making money off my personal information. 

 I’m worried my data will affect my credit rating or lead to higher insurance costs. 

 I don’t like the thought of all my online searches being recorded (especially the really 
personal ones!). 

 I don’t like not knowing what information about me is recorded. 

 I’m embarrassed about those old photos online. 

 I wish I felt more in control of my digital life. 

 Of course I have something to hide – no-one’s really that boring (or perfect!). 

 
To complete a Data Detox course visit: https://datadetox.myshadow.org/en/detox  

https://datadetox.myshadow.org/en/detox

